
 

 
 

 
SURROUND SOUND GUIDE 

5.1 mixing 101. 
  
There are quite a few advanced articles out there on specifics of 5.1 effects mixing with 
elaborate track counts and talk of multiple premix stems. Which is all well and good, but 
I thought it might be helpful to give a primer on mixing for film and video in 5.1. At this 
point in time quite a few professional re-recording mixers are even starting to work in 
7.1, but most of the basic issues remain the same and can be applied from 5.1 to 7.1. 
  
Although the following covers basics that most of you may know, let’s take a minute to 
define the 5.1 playing field. 5.1 is an audio format that supports mixing, mastering, and 
playback in 6 discreet audio tracks. Those six discreet tracks or channels consist of the 
“5”: Left, Center, Right, Left Surround, Right Surround, and the “.1” which stands for 
Subwoofer or Low Frequency Effects. 
 
 

 



  
 
You can see in the above diagram that this represents a typical home theater style 
playback system. When we are working in a theatrical mix room or talking about a 
theatrical playback scenario, like in movie theaters, there are several surround speakers 
placed all along the side walls and back wall. In this case all the speakers on each side 
wall and half the speakers on the back wall comprise the Left Surround and Right 
Surround channels respectively. In 7.1 the speakers on the back wall are split off to 
make Back Surround Left and Back Surround Right as independent channels. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  
 
If you are setting up a room for 5.1 mixing or playback, speaker placement is very 
important. What is equally important or more important is that the individual speaker 
volumes are set and calibrated correctly. In order to do this you will need to play back 
pink noise from each of the 5.1 speaker channels and set the relative volume of each 
channel to be the same. In the professional world we use 85 decibels, as measured on 
an SPL meter set to “C weighted”, as the calibration level. There are numerous articles 
available that cover this topic in detail, so I will not go into detail here, but suffice it to 
say that these levels must be accurate to insure proper mixing and playback. 
  
So, once you have a decent 5.1 speaker setup, then we can get into what sounds go 
where when mixing in the 5.1 sound field. 



 
There are some differing points of view on how much of what goes where, but here is 
my philosophy on how to fill the sound field. By the way, we cover all the panning basics 
with a Protools template session. In this template we have made one kind of each track 
(i.e. Dia, ADR, Mono FX, ST FX, AMB, Score, etc.) with the appropriate plug-ins, 
panning, and routing applied.  We then import all of the tracks from the sound edit into 
the template session, duplicate the appropriate template track to equal how many tracks 
of that category we are setting up, and then highlight and drag those elements from the 
edit track to the appropriate mix template track. 
 
So the key, to the initial 5.1 setup, is really in the pan settings that we set for each of the 
template tracks. I am of the school of thought that totally discreet panning is not as 
cohesive sounding as bleeding some signal into other speakers. What I mean is that 
some mixers like to keep dialog 100 percent in the center with no bleed or "divergence" 
to left and right, and or music hard left and right with no presence in the center channel, 
but I feel that that creates mixes that sound too disjointed. 
 
So here is basically what I do:  
 
Dialog tracks are panned all the way front with a tiny bit of signal spread to left and right.  
 
Mono FX are panned similarly to dialog, all the way to the front and a tiny bit in the left 
and right. This includes Foley FX. I send only certain FX to the subwoofer selectively. 
 
Stereo FX and Ambience are panned about 10 to 15 percent toward the middle from 
hard left and right and 25 percent towards the back. I often send Stereo FX to the 
subwoofer, but I do it selectively. 
 
Score Music is panned only about 5 percent towards the middle and about 15 percent to 
the back. I also always use reverb to add more presence to the music in the surround 
speakers. I usually send some signal to the subwoofer too. It just depends on what the 
music tracks are like. 
 
Source Music really depends on the individual situation, but I generally like to pan the 
music more to the center and less to the back. This gives the effect of the music sitting 
more in the scene like dialog. I sometimes send it to the sub depending on the situation. 
I almost always use some kind of room reverb, and I often pan the reverb wider and 
more to the back than the original signal.  
 
Now these settings are a foundation for placing all the elements into the 5.1 sound field. 
You will still have some work to do to create a dynamic 5.1 mix. Certain FX elements 
will need to be panned with the action. Some dialog can be panned around as well. 
Specific stereo FX and ambience elements may need to be panned more front or back 



or wider or narrower to create a more realistic effect in certain scenarios, and any 
elements that will benefit from a bass boost need to be sent to the subwoofer.  
 
Here are some of my rules of thumb to keep in mind: 
  
When spreading the dialog, I only want a small amount of bleed from the center to the 
left and right (in Protools I use a “Center Percentage” of 99%). If you have too much 
then the dialog will appear to be coming predominantly from the left or the right speaker, 
if one is seated on the far left or right of the theater, and that should not happen. I 
almost never put dialog in the surrounds as a direct pan, unless it’s some crazy dream 
or ghost sequence or something like that. I do use reverb to create full surround effects 
on dialog though. For example, if you have a reverberant hallway space, you can put 
reverb on the dialog and pan the reverb return into all speakers except the sub.  
 
When panning dialog or FX left or right, to match action on the edge of the screen, or 
create the effect of something coming from off camera, I usually avoid panning all the 
way hard left or right. This often makes the element sound disconnected. A little can go 
a long way when panning elements left or right. It sometimes works well to pan 
something way off left or right but listen carefully and use your judgment. 
 
I really like to use the subwoofer, but I am usually very selective about what elements 
go there and how much goes there. I have a similar mindset about the surround 
channels.  It’s great to create a mix with healthy surround effects, but you want to avoid 
being too bold with certain effects.  If the audience is turning around to look at the 
surround speakers when a big effect hits those channels, then you have taken their 
focus away from the action on screen. You want the surround effects to be cool and 
visceral but not distracting. 
 
One of the best ways to learn about surround mixing is to playback some well mixed 
movies in a 5.1 studio setup, where you can see meters for all the 5.1 channels and 
mute or solo certain channels. This can be very revealing and an education in itself. 
 
Creating 5.1 or 7.1 mixes is challenging but fun. Trust your ears and listen to real life 
situations to see how they can inform your mixing decisions. 
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